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Magic. Betrayal. Dragons.New York Times bestselling author K.N. Lee brings you all this and more

in the sequel to the runaway success of "Half-Blood Dragon."Rowen is on the run. Convicted of a

murder she didn&apos;t commit, a last-minute surprise rescue from the gallows by her father, the

notorious pirate Elian Westin should have brought her a measure of freedom, if not peace. Instead,

Rowen has more enemies than ever...and more questions.The royal navy of Withrae is on her heels

to bring her to justice, and her erstwhile savior Captain Westin wants her back because he believes

she is the key to finding the legendary Red Dragon, a creature so powerful that it can change the

course of time.Hunted by dragon shifters who despise her and feared by humans who don&apos;t

understand her, half-blood dragon Rowen must unravel old mysteries in order to outsmart new

adversaries. She can only hope that her new, uncontrollable magical abilities don&apos;t get her

killed before she can confront the man who set all of this in motion......a man who hates her but will

do anything to save her life.Download your copy of this epic, swords and sorcery adventure.Praise

of Half-Blood Dragon: Book One of the Dragon Born Trilogy"Beautifully written you will devour every

page in one setting. I know I did!" -Erin Bedford, USA Today bestselling author of Chasing

Rabbits"With a gentle touch but real emotions, Half-Blood Dragon uses magic, adventure, love, and

betrayal to give us a mirror for our own society. Through the entire book, we meet characters who

are stripped of choices solely because of things they can&apos;t control about their "blood."- Cait

Reynolds, USA Today bestselling author of Downcast."Another great story from K.N. Lee that pulls

you in from the very beginning. With pirates, dragons, magic and mermaids; this is a book to hit

every one of your favorite topics. It was a quick read that leaves you to wanting more. After I

finished reading all I was hoping was that there was a second story to come. Like always, K.N. Lee

was able to depict a story that you get immersed in, along with you falling in love with the

characters.5/5Tagline: A land full of dragons, with one girl fighting to stay alive. This page turner will

allow you to delve deep into astonishing possibilities and lots of &apos;Whats going to happen?!"-

M.M. Chabot, author.
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As I said in my review of the first book, if I hadn't purchased the second book first, by accident, I'd

have stopped reading after a couple of chapters. Is this marginally better than the first book?

Maybe. Prince Rickard is a bit more likeable and his motives are starting to come clear. What

happens with Rowena and the red dragon in, literally, the last word of the book, is more annoying

than intriguing, though. Once again, there are some characters and plot points that could have

turned this book into a true must-read. On the whole, it's just not all that well executed.

*voluntarily and honestly reviewed the ARC I received from the author*About a 4.5 for me.I really

enjoyed the travel and adventure. Fast-paced but still slow enough to make me feel like I was

actually getting a lot out of it, rather than just main points without meat, you know? I loved that I

understood Ro a little more, and the other characters were interesting. That cliffhanger had me

annoyed but it's not so bad cause I have the third book lol definite recommend if you like dragons

and that medieval fantasy vibe with a bunch of mystery.

Simple, fascinating and incomplete. Each of the first two books, while well written, feel like they are

missing integral parts that bring the plot, characters and story together. Hoping for answers when

book three come out.

Immediately began reading this book after finishing "Half-Blood Dragon" by K.N. Lee. The author

has a neat twist, employing human and dragon relationships, endowing some with 'inherited' skills



and not others; allowing the anticipation to build in hopes the charming lead character will win the

day. Really appreciated this expansion of the tale unfolding in the Dragon Born series.

I have read the 3 books in the Trilogy. This second book had so many plot lines, I could hardly put it

down. I could relate to how Rowan had so many obstacles put in her path, and with each hurdle,

there was another one. But she kept going. The book was written so I felt hopeful that when

something wonderful happened, I couldn't wait to see what would happen next.

Magic Born Dragon is another enthralling story of magic, love, and fantasy. The author builds the

characters at a perfect pace and draws you into the life of a young woman learning about her

Powers and navigating her way thru treacherous lands and people. I'm truly looking forward to

reading the next installment!!

Will keep you on the edge of your seat. Hard to put down. Very good storyline ,very entraining. I

love it.

The second book in the series finds the half Dragon, half human being rescued. Now not being

hung but on a pirate ship with no escape. Dragons find the ship but a Dragon saves her. Left alone

to find her way into more trouble and the next book.
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